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Sorry, Tree, Eileen Myles, "One of the savviest and most restless
intellects in contemporary literature--honest, jokey, paranoid,
sentimental, mean, lyrical, tough, you name it."--Dennis
Cooper Eileen Myles has written thousands of poems since she
gave her first reading at CBGB in 1974. BUST magazine calls
her "the rock star of modern poetry" and The New York Times
says she's "a cult figure to a generation of post-punk females
forming their own literary avant garde." Myles' trademark
punk-lesbian sensibility and intimate knowledge of poetic
tradition are at work in this eighth collection, where every love
poem is political, and every political poem is, ultimately, about
love. From "Home": I thought if I inventoried home it would be
broad my eyes fling open like a doll's to the virtual space that
suddenly resembles the walls the most interesting artists are
large; monsters while the people we know are masses of
flowers & when I turn on my cellphone I see everyone Eileen
Myles has published over a dozen books of poetry, prose, and
plays. Formerly the director of the St. Mark's Poetry Project, as
well as a write-in candidate for president in 1992, in...
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This book may be really worth a read through, and a lot better than other. It is really basic but excitement inside the 50
% in the pdf. I realized this pdf from my dad and i encouraged this publication to learn.
-- Cur tis B a r tell-- Cur tis B a r tell

The book is straightforward in study better to comprehend. It is really simplistic but unexpected situations in the fi y
percent of the ebook. Its been written in an exceptionally simple way which is simply a er i finished reading through
this ebook in which basically altered me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Letha  Cor win-- Letha  Cor win
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